
integrated audio systems company coctailAudio are known to

me. Or at least their first representative, tiny, ładniutki CA-
X10, which I described in the lead up to number 99 "High

Fidelity" in November 2012 (read HERE ). The device seemed so

pleasant to use, so nice, and above all so functional that I decided to

buy them for her daughter. Standing on her desk, along with even
smaller speakers, Cambridge Audio Minx Mini 11 occupied so much

space, which is located in this place a CD. Almost at all. Encouraged

me to buy not only the things that I wrote, but also good vendor

support, preparing quite often software updates, as well as advanced
technology for the preparation of such a versatile product. Columns I

have a heart Cambridge audio system for the same reason - instead of

the conventional dynamic loudspeaker transducer is used in them called

BMR (Balanced Mode Radiator), wherein the reproducing medium
and high frequencies are used sag phenomenon of a flat membrane in a

controlled manner. Low frequencies are processed in it while

classically, as in the ordinary speaker. Note that BMR is a variation of

type transducer Distributed Mode Loudspeaker (DML), which sells
licenses its inventor, the company NXT.

In any case - I know what it coctailAudio. Brand owned by the South

Korean manufacturer Novatron Co.., Ltd. was established in order to

sell it under the DVD audio files. There are dozens of such companies,
mainly from China. Some of them are interesting, and some of these

interesting actually works the way as described by the manufacturer.

Most of the big problems, however, makes the use and has limited

utility. 
Against this background, and X10 devices - tested this time - X30 -

are unique. The fact that the company was in the hands of acting file

player was only a starting point nucleus. Around him built something

much more original and comprehensive. 
list of what X30 does is longer than my list of objections to the Polish

The test water and fire to "availability" X30 seems very good. The only

drawback seems to me ridiculously crowded, very difficult to use the
remote control and do not fully understand the assignment of keys -

why the cross in the middle can not control skipping between tracks,

playback, and even the power of voice? The device itself is very

pleasant to use, in a way "help" in the settings and quickly carried us
through them. Throughout the test period nothing has crashed, not

stuck, the sound is not lost - and this in computer systems can not

stand.

Columns and cables very nicely in the aesthetics of the product etched.

Discrete made of meaning, very nicely played well together (sorry for

the rhyme). The system presents the sound of the swing, clean and
dynamic. This small column and we can not require them to an amplifier

with low power anything from them choked, but fared very well with

both the spatial realizations of the last album Dominic Miller Ad Hoc ,

and with Lars Danielsson bass playing in a duo with Leszek Możdżer.
It is difficult to talk about the price of sophistication, some special depth

of sound, but this is not only the system, but any that we have made in

this budget. 

Here and now we will get a nice drawing of sources and surprising
resolution, expressed in an unexpected opening to change in the source

material. Players file costing some 2000-4000 zł play generally correct

sound, but without the frenzy. If the manufacturer has a cunning people,

so it's all poskładają that listening is as enjoyable and rewarding.
Nothing special in the topic definition is not speech, but the trained

hands so it's all smooth the that even if we were aware of the frailty of

the player, it will not be hurt us.

The tested system is completely different. I sat with his mouth open

listening to the well showed differences between very poorly recorded,

heavily compressed plate Nadur group Clannad and fantastic

productions, for example, Miller cited or piano Tor Espen Aspaasa of
plates issued by 2L Canon Mirror with works by Beethoven,

Schoenberg, Weber and Berg. Yes, I know - the upper C, but let's be

serious - we are talking about the system in about 8000 zł, and we will

not be playing it assessed the trash. 
disc Aspaasa interested me double - once for insane sound and

incredible music, and two due to one of the pieces , which I have in a

file DXD, ie, at a resolution of 24 bits, but the 352.8 kHz sampling rate.

Something like this can only the most advanced, "swanky" players - and
even a few. That player recreated, it's good for him speaks volumes.

He did, however, with such finesse, so nicely that up sorry that hardly

anyone hears something - DXD recordings available is less than the

money in our accounts in ZUS.

It is, however, good news - that the system shows the differences - for

me, often deciding to be or not to be - at lower sampling frequencies.
Files 96 kHz and 192 kHz played smoothly, airy, very spatially. Do not
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government and politicians in general. The quotation here would not

make much sense and probably better, if someone is very inquisitive, or
no what to do, read the about page on Polish producer HERE -

everything is there. However, if your time is limited, or you want to read

about what is really important, I encourage you to read the brief

introduction to the topic prepared by Mr. Albert waltz, representative
of the Polish distributor.

A few simple words ...
ALBERT waltz, Human Media (Polish distributor)

[...] The most common device configuration in a residential installation,

from what we can see is the installation of the drive and work

equipment as a player and server files, traditionally controlled by
remote control or via mobile devices. Digital outputs are used, but also

analog, due to the use of good D / A converters and the equipment is

connected to the IT systems (amplifiers) audio. Some of the buyers

chooses the direct connection of the speakers, treating hardware as a
complete, independent audio system. With features primarily used is the

possibility of ripping and cataloging CDs (as well as their existing digital

music collections) and play them from the disk. On the second play

back files from the local network and the Internet (radio), the third
server features. It is worth noting that the device offers easy access via

the network (Samba) to the drive and the ability to transfer data. It also

has a UPnP server / DLNA. It can also be a server for a Sonos system

and similar systems. 
drives in X30 can be installed independently by the client or by the

stores. Do not we push any configuration. We recommend only quiet

drives (3.5 "series of energy-saving, such as WD Green), preferably

2.5" (are quieter and produce less vibration than 3.5 "), is optimal SSD,

but no here comes the issue price and available capacity. Wi-Fi is
optional module is sold separately for $ 79 zł gross. standard, the
device is equipped with a quick connector LAN (1Gbit). If X30 is

supposed to work as a server for multiple devices and share files hi-res
- Using Wi-Fi is not recommended. web interface that manages the

database Jukebox comes back to the X10 model. They are currently
working on an update, something new should appear in March or April.
waiting also for example on a slightly more powerful options for

handling the FM radio (programming recording , auto start, etc.). 

As you can see, we are dealing with the audio system all-in-one, which
is integrated. In one case, the size of the classic audio component
pomieszczono stereo amplifier, CD player, FM radio and the Internet,

as well as file player with optional hard disk. It's basic information. Just
so insert a disc, select the tuner, or plug the pendrajw and play music
from one of these three sources. Section processor will decode the

signal from any source (including CD-R/RW DVD-R/RW time). It
supports the following codecs: MP3, FLAC (up to 24/192), WAV,

FLAC HD (up to 24/192), HD, WAV (up to 24 bitów/353 kHz),
WMA, PCM, APE / CUE, M4A, Apple Lossless, AAC HD AAC,
ALAC, AIFF, AIF, and Ogg Vorbis playlist: PLS and M3U. 

Operation is simple and intuitive, though jumping between different
modes, and then songs could be a bit faster. If we are interested to use
the system in other ways - it is many ways. We can buy a hard drive,

let this mistake and not skreślmy them, just because they sound quieter.

I realize that the amplifier in the strongest X30 should not be and is not
a large room of the epiglottis. But at the level of 90-95 on the display

will achieve satisfactory results, and the sound is dynamic and more

natural than the versions 16/44, 1 (CD). "Stillness" 24-bit recordings

comes from the fact that they are not compressed, preserved in their
original dynamics. Tested the system with ease and these changes

showed up. 

Fortunately weaker realizations, as mentioned Clannad - or, alas -

Renovatio Edyta Bartosiewicz will not be massacred. Their weakness
is clear and will be shown as a lack of fulfillment, hardening the attack

sound. Mountains never been with them too much, but sometimes

higher diameter played harder. 

And it was this moment where I looked for the frequency equalizer
(EQ). I avoid these things like the plague, because they always spoil the

sound. Here, some of the plates, however, sounded cooler when I

introduced a small correction: I raised with two dashes (2 dB) at 150

and 300 Hz, and lowered by 2 dB 5 kHz. The sound is more
aggressive sounding boards filled up, toned down. Although they

suffered in this resolution, I had no doubt that it was worth it. With

better realized plates, no correction was not necessary. The

introduction of these changes is easy - direct access to the EQ settings
have on the remote control (provided that can be found on the

appropriate button - that's why I preferred to control the tablet).

Summation

The system is a set sum greater than the value of the ingredients. Such
logic szacher macher. In the audio but it works and there is nothing for

it to offend. X30 is so versatile that if someone wants to make peace
with the cables, devices, want to have access to thousands of discs

from the "finger", it will be difficult to find something better organized,
easier to use. The weakest element of this device is an amplifier, but it
was probably included in the cost from the outset. In any case, the

columns of Usher (znakomite!) and VOVOX cables (for the money -
respect!) We get a nice, unobtrusive sound. Plates shall be
differentiated, they will not look alike. And this is what it's all about - to

hear the recording for what it is. Sounded the nicest recording high
definition, without a doubt. Surprisingly DXD playback, you can not

most of the high-end machines. Great played a DVD-R disc with hi-res
files issued by the Company Reference Recordings and TOC (Japan).
CDs ripped to the hard sounded better than going directly from the

drive. If the performance is good, the system will show this goodness. If
worse, it does not accentuate the flanks, but nothing Pimp. Cool,
compact system for everyone.

coctailAudio X30

The coctailAudio on the front side is the inscription: All-in-one HD
Music Server / Network Streamer / CD Storage. It's also an FM tuner,
digital tuner, a digital recorder (up to 16 bits and 192 kHz) and an
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install it in the machine and store music right there. It helps in the

automatic ripping music from CDs, correlated with the dressing of the
data information on the album, songs, covers, etc. (called tagging). Up
to this point we did not have anything connected to X30. But if we

want to go further, for example, copy a disc, you will need a LAN
connection or Wi-Fi. It will also enable to go further and install

somewhere in the house a small server with several disks and play their
content on the test system. These capabilities are much more - X30 can
work as a digital recorder, up to 192 kHz (but only 16 bits), which will

copy cassettes, vinyl records and other analog sources. The digital
inputs, analog outputs - is this a lot. And of course a few surprises (at
least for me) - about them in the listening part.

According to information obtained from the distributor manufacturer
intends to provide in the future a bit truncated versions of the device,

such as decks and audio inputs - so far collected feedback from users
and distributors. It is highly likely that at the end of the year will be

version without amplifier and audio inputs, but it is not yet 100%
certain. All will become clear in the last quarter of 2014. Previously, we
expect to refresh the Web interface.

SUBMISSION SYSTEM

The primary role of X30 - as I see it - but recreating music files from
the internal drive, the built-in amplifier. Only such integration makes
sense and it's facilitating her pay. No cables, no external media, and all

CD ripping right away, automatically to disk. 
"Completeness" of such a system is for me the key feature. So to give

you some idea of what you can do with it further, I decided to prepare
really a complete system - the "key." 
column to the X30 I have a heart, which I know well and that work on

multiple systems: stand mount monitors Usher S-520, but in the new
version II. It's an incredibly long-lived structures, because just good.
Their first release, tested by me in January 2006, fared very well and

received the title of "The award of the month" (read HERE ).

I spent a long time selecting wiring. Affordable, cool pair of wires on
the market is that the mention native Melodika, Swedish Supra Brits
with The Chord Company and Oyaide of Japan - a cable that I know

of many systems and recommend them in the dark. For a long time,
however, I wanted to look at another one, with an interesting company
- Swiss Vovoxowi. This company is derived from the audio

professional, having a sober approach to what he does, as soberly
appraising their products. For a system with X30 and columns of S-

520 II needed only two cables and speaker outlet. If you connect the
device to your home Internet network will also need an Ethernet cable.

It's not the end. To play this music virtually everything we have.
However, if you want to do it at a level want to spend a moment of
attention. It is worth to rethink vibration reduction. If X30 is important -

not quite that used in the drive is a DVD-ROM drive, and so spinning
very rapidly and constantly, it come to this vibration from the hard drive
and high frequency vibrations from the power amplifiers. It's something

to work. 
products for this purpose on the market a lot. Most of them cost a lot

and even contribute to a marked improvement in sound, sometimes as
large as a change of the component to another, it is on a limited budget
are usually the last place the reserve lists music lover. 

prepared so decoupling, and a three-layer, for pennies (almost). At the
foot coctailAudio podstawił rubber absorbers Vibrapod Isolator Model
2, which store Koris cost 40 zł per unit (read HERE ). Under no

podstawił board taken from the platform Acoustic Revive RST-38.
This board of seasoned maple, which anyone can perform a carpenter.

At the board while another absorbers podstawił Vibrapod Isolator
Model 2, and these I put on Vibrapod cones Cone (53 zł / pcs.). Once
it looks better, and better game. Optional columns can be placed either

directly on the stands, and wooden sleepers - I used to Hickory cubes
Cube Isolator HQ-4 Acoustic Revive. From the top, the device can
push something, such as a thick book. Absorbers better then fulfill its

task and thus suppress the top, a thin (flexible) wall.

amplifier. The device has a digital input, so it can also work as a DAC.

In the menu you can turn off the amps, get the omnipotencjalne digital
source.

Despite so many features, X30 is small and resembles classic small
player Compact Disc. The front panel of brushed aluminum finish with
was the color of titanium, a description of the company calling

themselves "dark gray, but there is a black version. Knobs and buttons
are silver, however. Law is used to navigate the menus and is also key.

The button also has a knob on the left side, you change the volume -
button mutes the sound completely. Plates load through the slot, next to
which is a large color display. We'll see on the album cover art and

information about them, including the sampling frequency, word length
and format in which the recording was recorded. Although the devices
currently on the box that the player can handle files up to 24-bit, 192

kHz WAV files, then checked that perfectly recreates the 24-bit files
DXD, or a sampling frequency of 352.8 kHz. What very well

demonstrates the possibilities of the main processor. DSD files but does
not see the device. The DVD-ROM drive recreate the CD (R / RW),
HDCD, CD layer of hybrid discs SACD / CD, and DVD (R / RW)

disc with files on them FLAC and WAV formats up to 24 bits and
352.8 kHz. Before we get to the back wall let's add that the front is still

jack headphone jack high and 6.35 mm line input mini-jack 3.5 mm.

Back X30 has all typical of this type of product, connections. This

gold-plated speaker outputs, digital AES / EBU outputs (!), RCA and
Toslink and analog stereo outputs. Analog is also input (stereo), located
next to two digital inputs - RCA and Toslink. Above you see the slot

for the FM radio, and an HDMI output, you can connect to the TV,
which will be repeated the information from the display on the front
panel. To connect to the Ethernet LAN port is 1 Gbit. There are also

two USB ports. Below you will see a slot for a hard drive. The outputs
of the digital receive signal in the form in which it is playing, up to 24

bits and 192 kHz, or upsamplowany to 24/192.

The device is built modularly. Power takes a few supplies. In one large

plate pomieszczono two complete power supplies with four stabilized
voltages. The third power supply, the classic EI transformer is designed

for the preamplifier section and DAC. Heart device, i.e. the processor
along with the source of the switching circuits is screwed on the metal
screen, which from the outside is inserted into the disk drive (HDD).

CPU heatsink is stuck - that Sigma Designs SMP8671 bone. The
signal from the HDD and DVD-ROM drive is run to him kabelkami
eSATA. 

decoded signal then goes to the large plate with analog preamplifier and
DAC. When the analog input buffer can be seen, then the signal is

amplified in integrated circuits Burr-Brown OPA134. The signal is then
converted to a digital system in a good A / D converter Cirrus Logic
CS5361 24/192 on the dynamics of 114 dB. I think that the drive is

płaściutki model UJ8C5 Panasonic. 
decoded signal processor, both the HDD and DVD-ROM is
upsamplowany bone Cirrus Logic 8422 - asynchronous upsamplerze

24/192. Decoding to analog is performed in a very good looking
system, which is based on the DAC Burr Brown PCM1792,

accompanied by integrated circuits Burr-Brown OPA134. 
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The recordings used in the test (selection)

Audio accesory - T-TOC Records High Quality Master Data

Comparison , TDVD-0002, DVD-R (2011) FLAC rips 16/44,
1, 24/96, 24/192.
Clannad, Nadur , ARC Music, FLAC 16/44, 1 (2013).

Dick Hyman, From the Agag of Swing , Reference Recordings
HR-59, HRX: WAV 176.4 / 24, DVD-R (1994/2001).

Dominic Miller, Ad Hoc , Q-rious Music, FLAC 16/44, 1
(2013).
Edyta Bartosiewicz, Renovatio , EBA Records, FLAC 16/44, 1

(2013).
Ella Fitzgerald & Louis Armstrong, Ella and Louis , Verve,
FLAC 24/96 (1956/2000).

Eva Cassidy Fever , Didgerido / Blix Street Records G2-
10075, FLAC 16/44, 1 (2002).

Hildegard von binden, Cantictles of Ecstasy , Deutsche
Harmonia Mundi 77320, FLAC 16/44, 1 (1994).
Kate Bush, 50 Worlds For Snow , Fish People, FLAC 24/96

(2011).
Lars Danielsson & Leszek Możdżer, Pasodoble , ACT Music
ACT 9458-2, FLAC 24/88, 2 (2007).

Miles Davis, Kind of Blue , Columbia / Legacy / Sony Music
Entertainment, COL 480410 2, FLAC 24/192 (1959/2013).

Tor Espen Aspaas, Mirror Canon , 2L, 2L49SACD, DXD:
WAV 24/352, 8 (2011).
Yello Touch , Polydor 27194851, FLAC 16/44, 1 (2009).

Japanese versions of the discs available on  

RECOMMENDED

The sound of the audio is what interests us most. I dot. It is, however,
so that we live in a world of things. And they should be aesthetically
appropriate (for us) and accessible. The latter in the case of innovative

products whose functions still some 20 years ago you could deal a
disco, bar, gym and with two music stores, is perhaps the most
important. If you have limited access to the music, if the play involves

the continuous effort and distracts from the very act of listening, it is
better to let go of such a thing. The exceptions are, effortless, vinyl

records - vinyl celebration has nothing to do with the fight against
computer or DVD files. I think that in this respect the CD was the

in stereo power amplifier operates in class D, so heatsinks are rather
symbolic. It uses Texas Instruments TAS5152 modules with a capacity
of 2 x 50 W. Note that the headphone output is handled by a separate,

specialized circuit - Texas Instruments 6120A2 TPA capacity of 2 x
500 mW.

Usher S-520 II

Model S-520 II is the second version minimonitorów - two-way
column of stand. From the previous differs above all others tweeter and
hence crossover. On top of running speaker Usher (company

manufactures transducers alone) UA025-10 with a diameter of 25mm
silk dome, secure mesh. In the middle and bottom of the band we have
another transmitter Usher, model KSW2-5029B with polypropylene,

transparent membrane. The dome is shifted slightly from the axis of the
column, and on the side you can see bass-reflex. The transmitters

communicate at 2 kHz. Columns are nicely covered with wood veneer,
look great. They are small: 180 x 300 x 250 mm and weighs 6.3 kg.
Usher is a manufacturer in Taiwan with over 30 years of experience,

employing high-end designers and engineers. The fact that the time in
which you had to be ashamed passed providing printed silkscreen on
wytłoczce speaker terminals message: "Usher Audio Proudly Made in

Taiwan".

VOVOX INITIO LS / INITIO POWER

Initio is a series of opening offer Swiss VOVOX. LS Speaker Cables

recall the construction of the company's offer DNM Reason, and
before Linn and Naim - Guides placed far away from each other,
separated by a flat cable dielectric. Cable so it looks like the antenna

cable 300 Ω, used once to a lower band TV and FM radio. In this
arrangement the cable has a very low capacity and high inductance.
Conductors are solid copper wires of 99.99% pure silver coated. The

dielectric is made of a polymer without additives to facilitate its
production, but degrading dielectric properties. 

mains cable equipped with plug-ins that you can get at any Castorama.
Cables include several wires, the same as in głośnikówce LS. The cable
is not shielded, because the company believes (like once DNM) that

affects the screen no use for the transmission of the signal (voltage
supply is treated as a normal signal, so that a given frequency and
voltage, with variable shock). Despite the simple construction of the

cables very nice look - they are simple and unpretentious.

SPECIFICATIONS (according to manufacturer) 

coctailAudio X30
Supported media: CD, CD-DA, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-R/RW, 

CD service protected by the system Copy Controlled 

Supported codecs and audio formats: MP3, FLAC, WAV, FLAC
HD, HD, WAV (up to 24b/352, 8 kHz), WMA, PCM, APE / CUE,

M4A, Apple Lossless, AAC, HD AAC, ALAC, AIFF, AIF, Ogg

Vorbis, Playlist: PLS and M3U 
Supported image formats: JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF, TIFF (limited) 

Output Power: 50W +50 W / 1 kHz / 8 Ω, 0.1% THD 
Headphone Output: 6,35 mm jack, 500 mW 500 mW / 1 kHz, 32 Ω,

0.1% THD 

Dynamic range: 127 dB (2 V rms, Stereo) 
THD + N: 0.0004% 

UPnP DMR: DMR compliance with UPnP and UPnP DMC control

software 
Wired: 1 Gbit Fast Ethernet (10/100 / 1000 Mbps) LAN 

Wireless (optional): 802.11 b / g / n WiFi, USB adapter 
Internal disk: 3.5 "SATA up to 4 TB | 2.5" SATA up to 2TB | SSD

SATA up to 500 GB (higher capacities will be supported via software

update) 
File System: EXT3 (Linux) or NTFS (recommended EXT3) 

Dimensions: 435 mm x 325 mm x 88 mm (WxDxH) without feet | 435

mm x 325 mm x 99 mm (WxDxH) with feet 
Weight: 9.2 kg Usher S-520 II system: two-way, Tray- Speakers:

Tweeter - 1 "(UA025-10) -midrange - 5 "(KSW2-5029B) Efficiency:
86 dB / 1 W / 1 m Impedance Face: 8 Ω Frequency response: 52 Hz -
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"golden mean" and we'll even after her crying. 20 kHz (-3 dB) Maximum power: 50 W Crossover Frequency: 2 kHz

Weight: 7 kg Dimensions: 180 x 265 x 300 mm (D x W x H) 

Distribution in Poland: 

Human Media Spzoo

ul. Bystrzycka 26, 54-215 Wroclaw / Poland 

tel +48.71.7297777 | Fax. +48.71.7297417 e-mail:

Sprzedaz@HumanMedia.pl www.HumanMedia.pl
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